We study the state complexity of combined operations on regular languages. Each of the combined operations is a basic operation combined with reversal. We show that their state complexities are all very different from the compositions of state complexities of individual operations.
Introduction
State complexity is a fundamental topic in automata theory, and the study of state complexity has been strongly motivated by automata applications. In recent years, there have been many new applications of automata theory. Examples include natural language and speech processing [7] , programming languages [1] , software engineering [4] , and parallel processing [16] . Almost all those applications use automata with a huge number of states. State complexity is becoming important and essential.
In the last 10-15 years, a large number of papers have been published on various topics of state complexity. The state complexities of many operations on regular languages as well as on various subclasses of regular languages have been studied. However, a large majority of the operations that have been studied are individual operations. The state complexity of the standard combinations of basic operations has not been studied until early 2006 [10, 2] . It is clear that the state complexity of combined operations should be at least as important as that of individual operations in both basic theory and their applications. It has been shown that the state complexity of a combined operation is usually very different from the composition of the state complexities of its individual operations. Therefore, we cannot simply use the state complexity of individual operations to predict the state complexity of combined operations. It appears that state complexity of combined operations has to be studied directly.
In [10, 2, 6] , the state complexities of four basic operations, union, intersection, catenation, and reversal, each combined with star were studied. It has been shown that except the star of intersection, all other three combined operations have their state complexities much less than the compositions of the state complexities of their individual operations.
Here in this paper, we study the state complexities of combined operations: union, intersection, catenation, and star, each combined with reversal. We obtain tight bounds for reversal of union, reversal of intersection, and reversal of star. We also give an upper bound for reversal of catenation, which may not be tight but is already much better than the composition of the state complexities of catenation and reversal.
All those results give further insight into the properties and characteristics of the state complexity of combined operations. Many questions remain, e.g., whether it is possible to estimate the state complexity of a combined operation in some way through the state complexities of its individual operations. Further study on the state complexity of combined operations is clearly necessary and important.
All the main results presented in this paper, especially the lower bound results, were obtained with the help of a large number of experiments using computer software. For obtaining the tight lower bound for the reversal of union, for example, we first proposed possible examples from our experiences. Then we checked the examples using our computer software Grail+. There were many iterations in modifying the examples and checking by the software again. After satisfying examples were obtained with experiments, we tried to prove the result theoretically. When we had problems in obtaining a theoretical proof, we were back to experiments again. We consider that this is a relatively new approach in theoretical computer science research. We think that our results presented in the paper would be very difficult to obtain without this new approach.
In the following, we first introduce the basic notations and definitions that are used in this paper. We then study the state complexity of reversal of union in Section 3, the state complexity of reversal of intersection in Section 4, the state complexities of reversal of catenation and reversal of star in Section 5. We conclude the paper in Section 6.
Preliminaries
A deterministic finite automaton (DFA) is a 5-tuple A = (Q , ,δ,s,F), where Q is the finite set of states, is the finite input alphabet, δ : Q × → Q is a function, which is the state transition relation, s ∈ Q is the initial state, and F ⊆ Q is the set of final states. A DFA is said to be complete if δ(q,a) is a total function. All the DFAs we mention in this paper are assumed to be complete DFAs.
A nondeterministic finite automaton (NFA) is similarly denoted by a 5-tuple A = (Q , ,δ,s,F), where Q , , s and F are defined the same way as in a DFA. However, δ : Q × → 2 Q maps a pair of a state and an input symbol into a set of states in an NFA, rather than a single state as in a complete DFA. An NFA may have multiple initial states, in which case an NFA A is denoted (Q , ,δ,S,F), where S is the set of initial states.
An ε-NFA is a further extension of the NFA concept, where δ : Q × ( ∪ {ε}) → 2 Q allows ε transitions from the states. Let X be a set. We use |X| to denote the cardinality of X. We use ⊆ to denote the subset relation, and to denote the proper subset relation. By X Y , we mean X ⊆ Y and X / = Y . The reader may refer to [5, 9, 13] for more complete background in automata theory. The state complexity of a regular language L, denoted sc(L), is the number of states in the minimal complete DFA that accepts L [15] . The state complexity of a class L of regular languages, denoted sc(L), is the supremum among all the state complexities of languages in L. When we speak about the state complexity of an operation on regular languages, we mean the state complexity of the languages resulting from the operation. For example, we say that the state complexity of the intersection of an m-state DFA language, i.e., a language accepted by an m-state complete DFA, and an n-state DFA language is exactly mn. This means that mn is the state complexity of the class of languages each of which is the intersection of an m-state DFA language and an n-state DFA language. In other words, there exist two regular languages that are accepted by an m-state DFA and an n-state DFA, respectively, such that the intersection of them is accepted by a minimal DFA of mn states, and this is the worst case. So, in a certain sense, state complexity is a worst-case complexity measure.
Reversal of union
It has been shown in [17] that the state complexity of the union of an m-state DFA language and an n-state DFA language is mn. It is also known that the state complexity of the reversal of an n-state DFA language is 2 n . Let L 1 and L 2 be recognized by DFAs of sizes m and n, respectively. Then the function composition of the state complexity of union and the state complexity of reversal yields 2 mn .
In this section, we show that the state complexity of (L 1 ∪ L 2 ) R is considerably less than the composition of the sate complexities of the individual operations. 
An upper bound
We assume that Q 1 and Q 2 are disjoint and |Q 1 | = m and |Q 2 | = n. We first construct an NFA with multiple initial states (c.f. [3] ) to
is a set of initial states, F = {s 1 ,s 2 }, and δ is defined as follows:
We can easily see from above that the transition relation δ of NFA A consists of all the inverse transitions of δ 1 and δ 2 . It is easy to verify that
We then transform A into an equivalent DFA A = (Q , ,δ,s,F) by the standard subset construction. Clearly, Q ⊆ 2 Q , i.e., each state in Q is a set of states in Q = Q 1 ∪ Q 2 , s = F 1 ∪ F 2 and F = {P ∈ Q | P ∩ {s 1 ,s 2 } = ∅}. We compute how many states in A are required. Since A 1 is a complete DFA, each state in A and originally from Q 1 has an incoming transition with each input symbol a ∈ from some state in Q 1 . Thus, if q is a state in Q such that Q 1 ⊆ q, then for any state p ∈ Q such that Q 1 ⊆ p, δ(q,a) = p holds for all a ∈ . Note also that each state p such that Q 1 ⊆ p is a final state since s 1 ∈ Q 1 ⊆ p. The same is also true for each q such that Q 2 ⊆ q. This means that all states containing Q 1 or Q 2 are equivalent and they can be merged into a single state t. The total number of those equivalent states is 2 m + 2 n − 1. Thus the following number of states is enough for the complete DFA A:
Worst case example
In this subsection we give a worst case example. We prove that the state complexity of the reversal of union operation on these two given automata reaches the upper bound 2 m+n − 2 m − 2 n + 2, where m and n are the number of states of these two automata, respectively. Let = {a,b,c}. We define
, and δ 1 is defined as follows:
and
Above we assume that Q 1 ∩ Q 2 = ∅. The DFAs A 1 and A 2 are shown in Figs. 1 and 2, respectively. Fig. 3 is the corresponding NFA accepting (L 1 ∪ L 2 ) R constructed by the method described in Section 3.1.
Let A = (Q , ,δ,s,F) be the DFA accepting (L 1 ∪ L 2 ) R as described in Section 3.1. As shown in the previous subsection, Q can be formulated as
where P(Q 1 ∪ Q 2 ) is the power set of Q 1 ∪ Q 2 , R = {R | R = Q 1 ∪ r and r ⊆ Q 2 } and S = {S | S = s ∪ Q 2 and s ⊆ Q 1 }, and t is the merged state introduced in the proof of Theorem 1. Note that both R and S contain the same state p = Q 1 ∪ Q 2 . So, |Q | is at most 2 m+n − 2 m − 2 n + 2. The initial state is s = {q m−1 ,p n−1 }. The set of accepting states is F = {P | P ∈ Q ,P ∩ {q 0 ,p 0 } = ∅} and clearly t is a final state. The transition function δ of DFA A is defined as follows:
and a ∈ , and let P 1,a = {q | q ∈ Q 1 ,δ 1 (q,a) ∈ U 1 }, and
otherwise. 
(ii) For the state t and for all a ∈ δ(t,a) = t.
We are going to show that all states of Q are pairwise inequivalent and that all states of Q are reachable from the initial state s.
First we show that all states of Q are pairwise inequivalent.
Lemma 2. State t is inequivalent to any other state of A.
Proof. Let U = U 1 ∪ U 2 , U 1 Q 1 and U 2 Q 2 , be any state different from t. From (5) we know that U 1 / = Q 1 and U 2 / = Q 2 . We consider the following five cases:
1. If q 0 ∈ U 1 and p 0 ∈ U 2 , then there is nothing to prove since U ∈ F but t ∈ F.
If q 0 ∈ U 1 and p 1 ∈ U 2 , it is clear that both q 0 and p 0 are missing from δ(U,cbc n−2 ). Thus, U is not equivalent to t. 4. If q 1 ∈ U 1 and p 0 ∈ U 2 , then δ(U,aba m−2 ) contains neither q 0 nor p 0 and, thus, is not a final state. 5. Consider the general cases when q i ∈ U 1 and p j ∈ U 2 for some i and j,
Then U is in one of the previous four cases.
We can then conclude the lemma.
Lemma 3. All states of A are pairwise inequivalent.
Proof. In Lemma 2, we already showed that t is inequivalent to any other state. Now we suppose that U and V are distinct states of Q , i.e., U / = V , and they are also different from t. Then neither Q 1 nor Q 2 is a subset of U or V . In the following, we show that U and V are not equivalent.
Assume that q i ∈ U − V and p j ∈ V . Let U = δ(U,c n−j ) and V = δ(V ,c n−j ). Clearly, V does not contain p 0 . Note that corresponding to q i , we have q i ∈ U − V and i may or may not equal to i. a 2 ba m−2 ) . Clearly, U ∈ F and V ∈ F. This shows that U and V are inequivalent. The case for p j ∈ U − V and q i ∈ V can be proved similarly. 
Note that when we consider A 1 or A 2 alone, it can be proved that L(A 1 ) R is accepted by a minimal DFA of 2 m states. Similarly, L(A 2 ) R is accepted by a minimal DFA of 2 n states. Then the following lemma is clearly true, which is an extension of the previous lemma. Also, it is only a special case of Lemma 7 in the following. Therefore, we omit the proof.
Lemma 6. Each state U such that U
The following lemma is also rather simple.
Lemma 7.
Each state {q i ,p j }, q i ∈ Q 1 and p j ∈ Q 2 for 0 ≤ i < m and 0 ≤ j < n, is reachable.
Proof. If i /
= 0 and i / = 1, {q i ,p j } can be reached from the initial state {q m−1 ,p n−1 } by reading a i+1 c j+1 . Otherwise, we have to consider the odd-even parity of j + 1. Let k = (j + 1)mod n. If k is even, then {q 0 ,p j } can be reached from the initial state by reading a 1 c k . If k is odd, then {q 0 ,p j } can be reached from the initial state by reading a 2 c k . Similarly, {q 1 ,p j } can be reached from the initial state by reading a 2 c k or a 1 c k when k is even or odd, respectively. Now we prove the last theorem of this section, i.e., the reachability of an arbitrary state from the initial state. Proof. We prove it by induction on |X| and |Y |. For |X| ≤ 1 and |Y | ≤ 1, we have shown that P = X ∪ Y is reachable. Now we assume that P = X ∪ Y is reachable for all |X| ≤ k and |Y | ≤ l for some k and l, 1 ≤ k < m and 1 ≤ l < n. We now show that P = X ∪ Y , X = {q i 1 , . . . ,q i k+1 }, is also reachable. Note that the case for P = X ∪ Y , Y = {p j 1 , . . . ,p j l+1 } is similarly proved and the proof is omitted. Clearly, a state U ∈ Q , that contains q 1 , can reach another state U of Q that contains one more state of Q 1 than U by reading an input symbol b. Note also that a state U of Q that does not contain q 1 and U ∩ Q 1 / = ∅ can reach a state that contains q 1 by reading a number of a's. To avoid changing the number of states of Q 2 in Y , we assume that there exists an index i, 0 ≤ i ≤ n − 1, such that either both p i and p (i+1)mod n are in Y or neither of them is in Y . Note that if this condition is not satisfied, we can show that P can be reached from a state that satisfies this condition. When the input symbol b is being read, the above mentioned i and (i + 1)mod n should have been moved to 0 and 1 already.
By the above argument, P clearly can be reached by a state that contains k states from Q 1 and l states from Q 2 . By the induction, we have shown that the lemma holds. By the above lemmas, we proved that the state complexity of the reversal of union operation on our proposed example automata reaches the upper bound given by Theorem 1. Thus, we have the following theorem. 
Reversal of intersection
Similar to the reversal of union, the composition of the individual state complexities of reversal of intersection of an m-state DFA language and an n-state DFA language is 2 mn . However, the actual state complexity of this combined operation is the same as that of the reversal of union, 2 m+n − 2 m − 2 n + 2. This can be obtained by the following observation:
where L denotes the complement of L, and that the state complexity of the complement of an n-state DFA language is n. However, the idea of a direct proof for the state complexity of reversal of intersection is interesting. The idea itself is also complementary in some sense. We provide the idea of a direct proof and part of the proof in the following. 
An upper bound
We assume that Q 1 and Q 2 are disjoint and |Q 1 | = m and |Q 2 | = n. We construct a DFA
Each state of Q , except t, is a pair [R,S] of sets, in which R is a nonempty subset of Q 1 and S is a nonempty subset of Q 2 ; t is a new state which is a sink state of A. The initial state is s = [F 1 ,F 2 ]. The set of accepting states consists of all pairs containing q 0,1 and q 0,2 , respectively, i.e.,
Note that if either P 1 or P 2 is empty in a state P = [P 1 ,P 2 ] ∈ Q , P is equivalent to the sink state t and is, thus, merged to t. We define the transition function as follows.
(ii) The transition function for the state t is defined as
We can explain the construction of DFA A in another way. First we obtain the reversal NFA of A 1 and A 2 , denoted A 1 and A 2 , by reversing all transitions of A 1 and A 2 , respectively. Then we construct the DFA A for (L 1 ∩ L 2 ) R from A 1 and A 2 . The computation starts from the initial state s = (F 1 ,F 2 ). Suppose that A is in state [P 1 ,P 2 ]. If in A 1 there is a nonempty set of states P 1 ⊆ Q 1 such that δ 1 (P 1 ,a) = P 1 , and also in A 2 there is a nonempty set of states P 2 ⊆ Q 2 such that δ 2 (P 2 ,a) = P 2 , then A reaches [P 1 ,P 2 ] from [P 1 ,P 2 ] on input a. Otherwise A reaches the sink state t on input a. Given w ∈ * , if A reaches some state [P 1 ,P 2 ] from the initial state by reading w such that q 0,1 ∈ P 1 and q 0,2 ∈ P 2 , then w is accepted by A. It is straightforward to verify that (10) we get the cardinality of Q :
Thus we conclude the theorem.
Worst case example
We use the same automata A 1 and A 2 in Section 3.2 as the worst-case example. Let A = (Q , ,δ,s,F) be the automaton accepting (L 1 ∩ L 2 ) R as in (9) . Here Q is defined as in (10) . Since q m−1 and p n−1 are the only accepting states of A 1 and A 2 , respectively, the initial state s is the pair [{q m−1 },{p n−1 }]. For simplicity, we denote a singleton set {q i } as q i in the following. The set of final states consists of all pairs [P 1 ,P 2 ] such that q 0 ∈ P 1 ⊆ Q 1 and p 0 ∈ P 2 ⊆ Q 2 . The transition function δ follows the rules of (11) and (12) .
Clearly, the number of states in Q is exactly equal to the upper bound we have proved in Theorem 10. However, we have to prove that all states of A are pairwise inequivalent and each state is reachable from the initial state. The reversed automata A 1 and A 2 have been shown in Fig. 3 .
Lemma 11. State t is inequivalent to any other state of A.
Proof. Let U = [U 1 ,U 2 ] be any state different from t. From (10) we know that U 1 = ∅,U 2 = ∅. We consider the following five cases:
It is clear that q 0 ∈ U 1 and p 0 ∈ U 2 . Thus, U is not equivalent to t.
It is clear that q 0 ∈ U 1 and p 0 ∈ U 2 . Thus, δ(U,aba m−2 ) is a final state. 5. Consider the general cases when q i ∈ U 1 and p j ∈ U 2 for some i and j, 0 ≤ i ≤ m − 1 and 0
Then the state [U 1 ,U 2 ] satisfies one of the previous four cases.
Lemma 12. All states of A are pairwise inequivalent.
Proof. In Lemma 11, we already showed that t is inequivalent to any other state. Now we suppose that U and V are distinct states of Q , which are also different from t. Then the two items of U and V should contain at least one element of Q 1 and Q 2 , respectively. In the following, we show that U and V are not equivalent.
Without loss of generality, we assume that q i ∈ U 1 − V 1 and p j ∈ U 2 . Note that p j may or may not be in
. It is clear that q 0 ∈ U 1 − V 1 . Note that corresponding to p j , we have p j ∈ U 2 and j may or may not equal to j.
Clearly, U ∈ F and V ∈ F. This shows that U and V are inequivalent. Other cases can be proved similarly.
Now we show that all the states in (10) Proof. By the transition function δ, see (11), we have
Eq. (14) shows 
Reversal of catenation and reversal of star
In this section, we consider two combined operations: reversal of catenation and reversal of star. For the first combined
, the state complexity of reversal of catenation is bounded by 2 (n+2 m ) − 2 (2 m −1) . However, we show in this section an upper bound which is much better than the value given above. The state complexity of the second combined operation is a direct consequence of Theorem 4.1 in [2] . 
An upper bound for reversal of catenation
We assume that Q 1 and Q 2 are disjoint and |Q 1 | = m and |Q 2 | = n. We construct an ε-NFA with multiple initial states A = (Q , ,δ ,F 2 ,{s 1 
and δ is defined as follows: 
where
is the set of subsets of Q 1 ∪ Q 2 which does not contain s 2 , 
State complexity of reversal of star
Since (L * ) R = (L R ) * , the following result is a direct consequence of Theorem 4.1 in [2] .
Theorem 19. Let L be a language accepted by a DFA with n-state. The state complexity of the reversal of the star operation on L, i.e., sc((L * ) R ), is exactly 2 n , for any n > 0.
Conclusion
Four combinations of basic operations on regular languages have been studied in this paper: (1) reversal of union, (2) reversal of intersection, (3) reversal of catenation, and (4) reversal of star. We have obtained tight bounds for (1), (2) , and (4). For (3), we have shown a good upper bound. However, we have not found a worst-case example that reaches the bound. Further studies are needed to find the tight bound.
All the four combined operations have their state complexities much lower than the compositions of the state complexities of their individual operations. This seems to further suggest that the state complexity of a combined operation cannot be estimated in general using the composition of the state complexities of the individual operations.
The fundamental question remains open: whether there exists a general method that can be used to estimate rather accurately the state complexity of an arbitrary combined operation. In [12] , an estimation method of using nondeterministic state complexities was proposed. It was shown that the method obtained pretty good estimates for some combined oper-ations. However, the method is restricted to only the cases where the star operation is involved. The question concerning more general methods remains open.
